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Abstract - Resource Co-Allocation is basically used to execute multiple site jobs in a large scale computing environments with secure, faultless and in transparent manner. To be precise we are actually allocating multiple resources for different jobs taking into account the time parameter. Here we make use of the Scheduling queue and Resource Co-Allocation to reduce the Turn-around time with an advanced concept of System Generated Prediction based on Priority. In existing works we are scheduling the resource co-allocation request from user runtime estimation. As user runtime estimations are usually very imprecise that is not clear. In proposed work we are scheduling the resource co-allocation request based on system generated predictions through Discovery service & Priority (fairness and user experience) through topological sorting technique. The system generated predictions are better parameters than user runtime estimates for Resource Co-Allocation scheduling, because System generated predictions reduce the scheduling time through proxy ser based discovery service technique. The proposed work consider priorities like advanced reservation, system Generated Predictions, Negotiation, Co-scheduling, policy (SLA, Price, Trust) for resource Co-Allocation. The system generated predictions are better than user runtime estimates for Resource Co-Allocation scheduling, using the experimental data’s we proved this concept. End User doesn’t want the grid and resource knowledge only submit job to the portal. This proposed portal will take care of all knowledge about the resource collocation automatically with fast and efficient manner.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Grid technologies allow large-scale parallel computing over distributed resources which is managed by different organizations. The crucial issue for achieving high performance is Grid co-allocation of various distributed resources. Grid computing appears to be a promising trend for reasons namely: Cost effective utilization of available resources, Easy to collaborate with any organizations, Solve complex problem in quick time. Working on resource co-allocation we will face the following major problems: distributed transactions, fault tolerance, inter-site network overhead, and schedule optimization. Worldwide grid network connect the multiple resource through network wired cable in “Fig.1”. The resources are available at anywhere in the world we can possible to access the all resources. Resources are normally say as Cluster, computer system, printer, scanner, webcam, lap top, server, most of hard ware devices & services. Although resource co-allocation is fundamental for Grid Computing, so far no precise solutions are found feasible on this topic. So here we describe the challenges on resource co-allocation and in addition, the paper discusses open research issues and trends like negotiation, Co-scheduling, Priority, policy, Prediction algorithm, system generated predictions, advance reservations, and scheduling of multi-site applications.

Grid computing actually shares its resources and services in a wide-scale computing organization. Resources include Computers, Clusters, printers, scanner, webcam, Data, Storage space, services and so on. Resource Co-Allocation, Simultaneously allocates multiple resources for different applications based on the specified criteria. Scheduling queues that can be filled by scheduler both local and multi-site requests.

In System-generated prediction, consider the speed and the capacity of a resource, example CPU speed and amount of CPUs, and the load and required capacity of an activity. Here with we must analysis the user history & resource utilization in previous time access. Advance Reservations, The user sends a booking request to each of the resource managers requesting a reservation. Negotiation, based on service level agreement negotiates
the service between provider and requester. Priority, when more than one process is waiting for run, the scheduler must decide which one to run first. Policy, based on the SLA, Price, and Trust maintain the policy from resource provider and resource requester. Co-scheduling, all of a jobs processes at the same time based on similar job group.

Different resources are not available in an every working place that time co-Allocation help to access the all resources from anywhere at any time. Worldwide level we are possible to connect the resources through grid network effectively.

**Fig. 1 : Worldwide Grid Network Coverage through Resources**

**II. PROBLEM STATEMENT**

**A. Existing Model**

In Existing Model, scheduling the resource co-allocation request is done using user runtime estimation. This model gives inaccurate estimations provided by users for scheduling & lack of accuracy in scheduling queues.

**B. Proposed Model**

Here scheduling the resource co-allocation request is to be done using system generated predictions based on advance reservations cum priority. Because system generated predictions are better parameters than user runtime estimates for Resource co-Allocation scheduling. To improve the resource matching (resource search and selection), we proposed a resource matching scheme.

**C. Advantages of Proposed system**

Quick response for Resource Co-Allocation request, High accuracy in scheduling. System generated predictions reduce the rescheduling time & number of scheduler and Low cost

**III. RESOURCE ALLOCATION SYSTEM**

Resources Co-Allocation are use allocate the multiple resources for different applications efficiently.

In"Fig. 2". Authorized grid users with special grid id enter into the grid network. This system will allocate the resource automatically through GT5 (globus toolkit 5).Multiple jobs allocated to multiple resource based on co-allocation scheme.

**A. Advance Reservation**

The user sends a booking request to each of the resource managers requesting a reservation. The resource managers either accept or reject the booking. Time dependent co-allocation is necessary in the Grid Network system.

**B. Advance Reservation by Queue Control**

Initial states the reservation Queue is executed for commit or reject purpose. Each job must wait in a queue until sufficient processor resources become available to service its. Queued job & reserved job are waiting for process in the grid line separately. Based on priority jobs are process through scheduler.

**C. System-generated prediction**

It contains code analysis, analytic benchmarking /code profiling, and statistical prediction. Code analysis, typically limited to a specific code type or a limited class of architectures. Analytic benchmarking uses historical data to predict the job runtime, determine the performance of the machine for each code. Code profiling: It attempts to determine the composition of a task analytic benchmarking data and the code profiling data are then combined to produce an execution time estimate. Statistical prediction or execution time estimation chosen machine, the execution time is
measured & previous observations. Mainly we focus the 2 factors in this prediction process. Let as Discovery service & previous time utilization of resource.

**Discovery service** is a conjunctive approval reprocessing for resource co-allocation system. Discovery service automatically communicate to all process through SDP(Secondary Decision Point). It is use to collect and store the authorized all users information. In “Fig.3”, own proxy server created and use for resource allocation through discovery service. In “Fig.3”, own proxy server created and use for resource allocation through discovery service.

**D. Scheduler or Resource Broker**

It is use to access resources through resource providers, simultaneously. Meta scheduler books resources in advance based on Advance Reservation scheme. Bag of task are scheduled by local, Meta & remote scheduler.

**E. Priority**

Topological sorting technique use to sort the vertex in the DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph). Using this topological sorting technique we will represent the priority for the each resource requester. Find the indegree 0 vertex, then enqueue, dequeue and print(stored it in the ordering) that vertex from the priority Queue. One by One all the jobs are allocated simultaneously in grid network based on topological sort. Here we are considering the grid network with resources as a Graph network with vertex and edges.

**IV. ALGORITHMS**

**A. System Generated Predictions algorithm :**

Practically all systems collect information about jobs that have run in the past that is system history or previous observation of job execution. This information can be generate the predictions about the runtimes of newly submitted jobs.

**ALGORITHM 1:**

PROCEDURE SYSTEM GENERATED PREDICTION ( ).

1. Step 1: Aggregate the job have executed in the past based on similarity jobs executed on grid network (user History & utilization of resource)
2. Step 2: Predict from technicality, usability issues, priority and Misconceptions

**Code analysis**: typically limited to a specific code type or a limited class of architectures.

**Analytic benchmarking**: uses historical data to predict the job runtime. Determine the performance of the machine for each code

**Code profiling**: It attempts to determine the composition of a task analytic benchmarking data and the code profiling data are then combined to produce an execution time estimate.

**Statistical prediction** or execution time estimation

Chosen machine, the execution time is measured & previous observations.

Consider an advanced reservation based co-allocation algorithm with a aim of implementing a reservation plan that will satisfy the user requirements. The algorithm will be invoked at each reservation request entry. The steps involved are given below:

**ALGORITHM 2: RESOURCE CO ALLOCATION ( )**

1. Proxy server basically receives a co-allocation request from the user.
2. Scheduler cum proxy server Planner will create multiple reservation plans for the obtained request.
3. Planner selects a time based resource from the available resource list. Selection based on priority, discovery service (user history), utilization of resource in previous time

4. The Planner retrieves available resource information results based on time through resource manager.

5. Using the available resource information, the Planner will determine reservation plans, based on a co-allocation.

   Resource provider returns co-allocation results, whether the resource co-allocation has succeeded or not, to the user. If it has failed, the user will resubmit a request with updated resource requirements.

![Fig. 5 : Resource co allocation System](image)

**B. Priority Scheduling**

Co-scheduling algorithm has the top priority. Because same type of task runs in the same way so run easy manner similar resources are needed for it. Co-scheduling means to scheduling all of a jobs processes at the same time based on similar job group. Topological sorting technique should be used to complete the scheduling algorithm.

**ALGORITHM 3:**

**PROCEDURE PRIORITY SCHEDULING (G,U,V)**

//G-Grid network represent by graph

Step 1: Compute the indegree 0 vertex(V) [available free resource]

Step 2: Store that indegree 0 vertex from priority queue (enqueue & dequeue)

Step 3: Get the next vertex (U) from the grid network

Step 4: For all edges (U,V) update the indegree of V, and put V in the queue if the updated indegree 0.

Repeat steps 3 and 4 while the queue is not empty.

**V. TESTING SCENARIO AND RESULTS**

**Login:**

If the user is existing, he can login with UserName and Password with Grid certification from grid service provider. Otherwise he can signup by clicking NewUser button.

![Login](image)

**B. Resources List:**

After successful login, the user can choose what are the resources needed, from what date & what time need. By clicking Get Availability button, the user can know the specific resources are available in the specified date. If it is available, the user has to choose the option to book and enter the comments in the command box then by clicking book button the user can book the resources.

![Resources](image)

**C. Resources Allocation:**

After the user booked the resources, the user has the allocation of resources table. It contains what are the resources he booked, start date and end date, status, comments he entered.
D. Availability of Resource

The resource is not available on the user specified date. If the user likes, he can reschedule the resources.

E. Admin Process

This module is the admin process. The admin can view what are resources booked, what the dates are booked, what is the status of that.

VI. CONCLUSION

In Grid Computing, Resource allocation and Job scheduling are the main concepts to be taken care of. To manage Resource allocation or Job scheduling, we need to keep an eye on resources and predictions. This effort aims at building a Grid system for grid resource monitoring and Prediction for Grid Task. In this paper, we present the design along with the application to allocate resources based on the System Generated Predictions based on Priority. Evaluations are performed on the provided Grid Application. This projects result has indicated that our application meets the demand of Grid System for Allocation of multiple resources to multiple clients without overlapping.
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